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International Small Cap Stocks:  Sep 30, 1995 – Dec 31, 2023

Benchmark:   MSCI World ex US Small Cap® Index                            Inception:  December 28, 2021                           

  

Source: Ned Davis Research

Copeland International Small Cap Fund                        Class A: CISAX 

December 31, 2023            Class I:  CSIIX

                                  

Dividend Growth Universe

International Small Cap companies that have 
consistently increased their dividends

Proprietary Ranking Model

Stocks are ranked within their respective 
sectors based on our proprietary multi-

factor model

Fundamental Research 
Process

Investment team conducts 
robust fundamental 

research on companies 
that score well in our 

ranking model

Portfolio

~70

Stocks

International Small Cap Fund

Inception: December 28, 2021*

• Description: International companies with 

market capitalizations  consistent with the 

benchmark that have increased their dividends 

year over year.

*Copeland has run the strategy as a separate 

account since December 31, 2015

International Small Cap Dividend Growth Universe

Copyright 2023 Ned Davis Research, Inc. Further distribution prohibited without prior permission. All Rights Reserved. See NDR Disclaimer at 

www.ndr.com/copyright.html. For data vendor disclaimers refer to www.ndr.com/vendorinfo/. The information presented is intended to illustrate the 

performance of International Small Cap stocks according to their dividend policy. Returns shown include dividends reinvested. This is not the performance of 

any strategy overseen by Copeland and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of performance reflected in the information presented. 

Strategies managed by Copeland’s investment team are subject to transaction costs, management fees, trading fees or other expenses not represented in 

the information presented. There is no guarantee that companies will declare dividends or, if declared, that they will remain at current levels or increase over 

time. Dividend Growers included stocks that raised their existing dividend or initiated a new dividend during the previous 12 months. Flat Dividend Payers 

included stocks that pay a dividend but have not raised or lowered their existing dividend during the previous 12 months. Non Dividend Payers included 

stocks that have not paid a dividend during the previous 12 months. Dividend Cutters included stocks that lowered their existing dividend or eliminated their 

dividend during the previous 12 months. You cannot invest directly in an Index. For information on the Index shown above as well as other important 

information, please refer to the Disclosure section.



Initiation Date
Index

(total return)
One Year 

Rolling
Three Year 

Rolling
Five Year 

Rolling
Ten Year 
Rolling

International Small 
Cap Dividend Growers

9/30/1995
MSCI EAFE

Small Cap® Index
70% 75% 80% 100%

International Small 
Cap Flat Dividend 

Payers
9/30/1995

MSCI EAFE
Small Cap® Index

39% 47% 53% 53%

International Small 
Cap Non-Dividend 

Payers
9/30/1995

MSCI EAFE
Small Cap® Index

27% 21% 6% 0%

International Small 
Cap Dividend Cutters

9/30/1995
MSCI EAFE

Small Cap® Index
51% 46% 44% 36%

“We believe that stocks with sustainable dividend growth consistently outperform the market with less risk.” 

International Small Cap Dividend Growth Universe Continued

The table below shows the percentage of time Dividend Growth stocks have outperformed their 

respective benchmarks over rolling periods

Investment Process – Ranking Model

 Dividend Growth defines our universe, drives our total return solution and is the 

centerpiece of our research process.

 Dividend Growth stocks are ranked using a proprietary fundamental ranking 

system in an effort to establish each specific company’s ability to grow its 

dividends in the future. 

 Factors we have found to be predictive of strong Dividend Growth and total return 

include:

➢ Dividend Coverage

➢ Free Cash Flow Generation

➢ Growth in the Underlying Business

➢ Return on Capital

 Top-ranked stocks within the model are subject to deep fundamental analysis.

Data as of 
12/31/2023

Copyright 2023 Ned Davis Research, Inc. Further distribution prohibited without prior permission. All Rights Reserved. The information presented is 

intended to illustrate performance of  International Small Cap stocks according to their dividend policy. Returns shown include dividends reinvested. 

This is not the performance of any strategy overseen by Copeland and there is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of performance 

reflected in the information presented. Strategies managed by Copeland’s investment team are subject to transaction costs, management fees, trading 

fees or other expenses not represented in the information presented. Dividend growers included stocks that raised their existing dividend, or initiated a 

new dividend during the previous 12 months. Flat Dividend Payers included stocks that pay a dividend but have not raised or lowered their existing 

dividend during the previous 12 months. Non Dividend Payers included stocks that have not paid a dividend during the previous 12 months. Dividend 

Cutters included stocks that lowered their existing dividend or eliminated their dividend during the previous 12 months. There is no guarantee that 

companies will declare dividends or, if declared, that they will remain at current levels or increase over time. You cannot invest directly in an Index. 



Investment Process - Fundamental                                                                                                                      

Sell Discipline

There is no guarantee that companies will declare dividends or, if declared, that they will remain at current 

levels or increase over time.

Copeland’s research process is designed to identify companies with strong 

competitive positions that support steadily rising dividends.

Substantial Growth Opportunities: Secular growth industries, market share gains, 

acquisition strategy, new verticals/products/services, etc. 

Competitive Advantage: Superior positions established through economies of scale, 

high switching costs, network effects, brand affinity, access to specialized assets, 

etc.; these characteristics drive pricing power and/or cost savings, and thus high 

ROIC

Risk Analysis: Macroeconomic or geopolitical concerns, regulatory pressures, 

management depth/stability, technological advances

Management’s allocation of free cash flow:

▪ Reinvest to defend and enhance competitive position, promote growth

▪ Distribute to stakeholders:  rising dividends, buybacks, pay down debt

 

Assess the sustainability and pace of future Dividend Growth:

▪ Evaluate the success of reinvestment efforts: Consistency of ROIC

▪ Dividend coverage ratios; Business growth prospects; Management’s commitment 

to future dividend increases

Valuation:  Dividend yield relative to dividend growth projection, cash flow multiples, 

P/E’s, etc. 

Total return = Dividend yield + dividend growth +/- valuation change

The Dividend Guides Us: Dividend Growth defines our universe, supports our total 

return solution, and is the centerpiece of our research process.

Output from Multi-Factor Model

Competitive Advantage Analysis & 

Risk Analysis

Evaluate Cash Flow Allocation

Assess the 
Sustainability 
and Pace of 

Dividend 
Growth 

Valuation

Portfolio

Stocks are sold for the following reasons: 

➢ Dividend Cut or Failure to Raise:  Any holding that cuts or even fails to raise its dividend is sold – No 

Exceptions!

➢ Deterioration of Dividend Quality: Portfolio candidates must meet minimum thresholds of cash flows and 

earnings supporting the dividend. Violations of these thresholds have been found to be predictive of a future 

dividend cut. 

➢ Low Quantitative Ranking: Problems are often exhibited in the quantitative rankings when factors such as 

earnings momentum, cash flow or return on capital deteriorate. These are red flags for a detailed analyst review.  

➢ Fundamental Concerns: Analysts are continuously questioning the competitive advantage of the company, as 

well as macro, regulatory or secular themes, with a focus on identifying risks to the dividend.

➢ Cap Size Graduation: If a security exceeds the maximum acceptable market cap ceiling for the strategy it is sold 

from the portfolio.

Growth Opportunities



Investment Team

161 Washington St, Suite 1325

Conshohocken, PA 19428

(484) 351-3700

www.copelandcapital.com

www.copelandfunds.com

Sales Support: 877-727-9106

Erik Granade, CFA – Head of International Equities, Portfolio Manager

Mr. Granade is the Head of International Equities at Copeland Capital Management. He is a 

Principal and a member of the Firm’s Management Committee. Prior to joining Copeland 

Capital Management in 2012, Erik was Chief Investment Officer and Portfolio Manager for 

Invesco's global equity team. While at Invesco, he had overall responsibility for the team's 

international equity, global equity, and emerging market equity strategies. Prior to joining 

Invesco, he was Head of International Equities at Cashman, Farrell & Associates in 

Philadelphia. Preceding that, Erik worked at PNC Bank as a Senior International Equity 

Manager for Provident Capital Management. Erik received his BA in economics from Trinity 

College in Hartford, CT and holds the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA®) and Chartered 

Investment Counselor designations. He is a member of the CFA Institute and the CFA Society 

of Atlanta.

Kenneth T. Lee, MBA – Portfolio Manager

Mr. Lee is a Portfolio Manager and a Principal at Copeland Capital Management.. Prior to joining 

Copeland in 2013, Ken was Portfolio Manager at Mercury Partners in Greenwich, CT. Ken 

managed Mercury’s Asia Special Situations Fund. Prior to Mercury, Ken was a Vice President at 

Deutsche Bank and an Associate at Wachovia Securities where he focused on M&A in their Real 

Estate, Lodging & Gaming Investment Banking Group. Previously, Ken was a management 

consultant at McKinsey & Company where he specialized in corporate restructuring and 

turnarounds for Asian and European clients across various sectors. Ken holds a Master of 

Business Administration from Harvard Business School and a BA in Economic History from 

Dartmouth College.

Willard Kwak, CFA – Research Analyst

Mr. Kwak is a Research Analyst and a Principal at Copeland Capital Management. His primary 

responsibilities include conducting fundamental research across all sectors and optimizing 

Copeland’s quantitative methodologies. Prior to joining Copeland in 2017, Willard performed 

research at the University of Chicago Department of Economics, developing data analytics and 

mining skills, working with various programming languages. Willard participated in the Research 

Experience as Undergraduate (REU) for mathematics, studying number theory. Willard holds a 

BS in Mathematics and BA in Economics from the University of Chicago. He also holds the 

Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA®) designation.

Jonathan Honda - Research Analyst

Mr. Honda is a Research Analyst and a Principal at Copeland Capital Management.. Prior to 

joining Copeland in February 2020, Jon worked as a Research Associate at the Capital Group 

in Los Angeles, CA. Prior to Capital, Jon was an Investment Professional at Interlaced 

Investment Advisors in Honolulu, HI where he conducted fundamental analysis across all 

sectors on the domestic team. Jon holds a BBA from the University of Hawaii where he majored 

in Finance and minored in Economics.

Ryan Buckley - Research Analyst

Mr. Buckley is a Research Analyst at Copeland Capital Management. His primary responsibilities 

include providing fundamental research coverage across all sectors for both the international and 

domestic research teams. Prior to joining Copeland in May 2023, Ryan worked as an Investment 

Analyst at Invesco in Atlanta, GA covering the U.S. as a generalist for a global growth mandate. 

Prior to Invesco, Ryan was an Equity Research Associate at Manning & Napier Advisors in 

Fairport, NY where he performed global fundamental research across Energy, Materials, 

Industrials, and Financials sectors. Ryan holds a BS from Houghton University where he majored 

in Business Administration and minored in Financial Analysis with concentrations in Economics, 

Finance, and Management. He also holds the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA®) designation.
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